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In the development literature, a very large sub-stream is about “Catch-up”, exploring the ways how developing countries build their capabilities to move from doing simple, knowledge using production activities, to more complex, knowledge creating production activities, finally compete at the technology frontiers (Hobday 1995). In this process capacities for production, scientific research, and innovation have been accumulated. Some of the regions stop at possessing production capacities while some others move on to more innovative capacities. While keep building capacities for production, firms learn by doing and accumulate necessary knowledge for moving up (catch-up). The catch-up takes time while the production capacity gradually be transformed into technological capabilities (Bell and Pavitt 1993, 1995). China, for example, is now attempting to go beyond merely possessing a huge manufacturing production capacity to the build of innovation capabilities. From the technological development perspective, this means learning from the technologies possessed by more advanced countries / regions / organisations, adopt and adapt such technologies to serve the unique needs for production of certain products.

This path implies a dictation of the philosophy of distinctive advantage in innovation, that is, aiming to create something possessed only by oneself. To become an innovator one has to at least acquire resources that are unique in many ways (Barney et al. 2001), and in most of the cases, has to acquire further capabilities to deal with the dynamic nature of the environment (Teece and Pisano 1994; Eisenhart and Martin 2000). After the production capacity has been accumulated firms will have to move up the technology spectrum to innovate. In this argument a hidden premise exists in the fact that the learners often target more advanced technologies.

However, there are also possibilities that firms move the opposite direction: after the production capacity has been accumulated firms can focus on relatively mature technologies and heading down towards the low end of the technology spectrum, learning how to better manage mature technologies to exploit more value out of the utilisation process of such technologies. They research and develop normally integrated mature technologies to harness the value out of better use of existing technologies, rahter than the application of new technologies.

Together with this heading down is the expansion of the low end market that has created a yet considerable large demands on mature technologies, simply as they are affordable. This low end of the market is called by some people “the bottom of the pyramid” (BOP) (Prahalad 2009). The demands from this market act as a strong engine to sustain the high speed growth of technological catch-down activities.

While admitting the existence of technological catch-down, the author by no means implies it is a widely seen phenomenon. Up to now it is only seen in a number of industries: telecommunication, computers, white electronics. Not until recently when the Chinese “ShanzhaiF​[1]​F” mobile phone industry expanded like a nuclear bomb, this catch-down hasn’t drawn too much research attention:

In the Chinese mobile phone market, a kind of cheap phones appeared several years ago. This type of phone normally have no brand name printed on the product, those having brand names are using copycat names such as NCKIA (as to Nokia), or Motorala (as to Motorola), and so forth. They normally have all the mainstream functions provided by the big name manufacturers, such as MMS, camera, music player etc. Latest models have all the high end functions such as memory card slot, hi-def camera, touch screen and so on. Some of the phones have unique functions that mainstream products havn’t: there are phones with two sim cards, people can switch between the two anywhere anytime, enabling frequent travellers a convenient communication solution; there are phone specially designed for outdoor workers/farmers that having an extra loud speaker; and there are phones designed into a very appealing shell, such as a rocket, a cigerrete box and so on. On the prices, they normally cost the customers half, or sometimes one third of what they pay for a real Nokia or Moto phone.

Although it may involve IPR issues, operator restrictions (some of the phones share one IMEI code among thousands of products), and customer service unavailable (it is often a one-off investment, you can not return the product as there is no guarranttee), the market grows really fast. According to a 2008 iSuppli report, the shanzhai phone sales in China market in 2009 will reach 145 million handsets, an 43.6% increase as compared with 101 million in 2008. This will account for 12.9% of the whole global market of 1.13 billion handsets. As a benchmarker, the sales of shanzhai phones in China market was only 37 million in 2005F​[2]​F. More recently the oversea shanzhai phones market shows a similar growth rate: the export of shanzhai handsets increased from 60 million in 2008 to 110 million in 2009F​[3]​F. It is no doubt this market is growing very fast.

This paper will start examining the phenomenon of shanzhai phones, compare it with other BOP phenomenon and attempt to frame it into the catch-up theory with a catch-down approach. It will explore why and how this very special phenomenon appear in China rather than other regions and its implications for practice and research. It will also explore the new philosophy of "possessing what others possessed" and its implication on innvoation capacity of an industry. Conclusions are expected to be drawn to support the view point that innovation and capacity building can, in some cases, have different meanings yet restricted by very specific institutional and policy environment.
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^1	  Shanzhai is a Chinese term referring to the behaviour of copying what others already have.
^2	  HUhttp://www.yougood.cn/news/2009-11-17/54415.htmUH accessed Feb 23rd, 2011 
^3	  HUhttp://www.yougood.cn/news/2009-11-06/54226.htmUH accessed Feb 23rd, 2011
